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Editor’s Note
Editor’s Note

I welcome dear readers to the 175th Issue of Customs Journal!
The Month of September was a time the World grieved together for our beloved Rohingya Muslim
brothers and sisters in Myanmar. We all have witnessed extreme violence, pain and helplessness
against our Muslim brothers and sisters, in a land far away from us but close to our hearts. It is
extremely heartwarming to see Maldivians stood together in solicitude with the Rohingya Muslims
during this very difficult time for them.

Aishath Willinee
Editor

MCS has always been among the first to step up and lead during social crisis such as this. Whenever
there has been an appeal for a cause of this nature, our officers have given tremendous response,
no matter the amount of contributions. It is worthwhile to highlight the active involvement and
generous contributions made by our officers on various occasions such as during Male’ water crisis,
2004 Tsunami and Help for Palestine, etc.
Empathy is a very important quality for human beings to function well in a society. Caring about
someone’s suffering and actually feeling it are two different things. Once a person puts him or herself
in the shoes of the other, to feel what the other person is going through it would be easy to help the
other to mitigate the pain. The sense of empathy once practiced well, it would not stay among the
common circle you share your day with. It will grow and reach to places you are physically absent
but your thoughts and mind will able to relate to their pain vicariously, as if one has experienced
that pain themselves. The way we all responded to the pain of our Rohingya Muslims portrayed a
clear picture about the level of empathy in ourselves. At this time of hardship, it feels good that we
demonstrated the true meaning of empathy, a quality that is a must in all walks of life.
If we look at our colleagues, we see the same familiar faces every day. When we meet in the elevator
make a habit of smiling and convey Salaam – Greeting in Islam. If you do not get a response, smile
again and reach out. Offer help or seek to know more about how the other person is doing in life.
These little things help the other person to open up and share their concerns and in return give you
the opportunity to ease someone’s burden.
Flip through the pages to find out more information on the Charity activities conducted to raise
funds for Rohingya Muslim and more events that made headlines in the past month. Happy reading
everyone!

aishath.wilny@customs.gov.mv
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DIRECTIVES
Aishath Wilny
Chief Customs Officer

Changes to the Committee on matters relating to
goods unclaimed in the Customs Controlled Areas
As per CG Directive 44/2017 (with reference to 53/2016) effective from 20th September 2017, following changes
have been made to the Committee on matters relating to goods unclaimed in the Customs Controlled Areas.

Senior Superintendent Ibrahim Mafaz (Chairperson)
Senior Superintendent Abdulla Shareef (Vice-Chairperson)
Superintendent Mohamed Naseer
Superintendent Uthusiyya Thawfeeq
Chief Customs Officer Ahmed Waheed
Chief Customs Officer Adam Latheef
Senior Customs Officer Grade 3 Fathmath Fareena

Transfers and Appointments
Following appointments have been made as per the Directive (CG Directive 45/2017, 48/2017)

Officer-In-Charge of Sea Cargo Documentation: Chief Customs Officer Hawwa Shifa
Officer-In-Charge of Uniform and Standards Unit: Chief Customs Officer Ibrahim Athif
Assistant Officer-In-Charge of Sea Cargo Documentation: Chief Customs Officer Fathmath Sizleen
Assistant Officer-In-Charge of Sea Cargo Documentation: Chief Customs Officer Aishath Jimshaadha
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Changes to the Bid Committee
As per CG Directive 46/2017 (with reference to 10/2017) effective from 21st March 2017, the following changes have
been made to the Bid Committee.

Deputy Commissioner of Customs Ismail Abdulla (Chairperson)
Chief Superintendent Abdulla Waheed
Deputy Chief Superintendent Abdulla Ali
Deputy Chief Superintendent Dr. Fathimath Mohamed
Senior Superintendent Mohamed Shah
Superintendent Mumthaz Abdul Rasheed
Superintendent Mohamed Rishfan

Uniform and Standard Unit established
As per CG Directive 47/2017 effective from 1st October 2017, Uniform and Standard unit has been established.
The main mandate of the newly established Unit is to introduce and implement mechanisms to provide uniforms
and accessories to Customs staff, enforce Uniform Code and undertake all tasks relating to required procedures.
The Unit is under Human Resource Management Section.
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ENFORCEMENT
Mohamed Moosa
Customs Officer II
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TRAININGS - INTERNATIONAL
Mohamed Moosa
Customs Officer II

Workshop on Strengthening Institutional Capacity
of SAWEN, Nepal

S

uperintendent Mohamed Ibrahim attended
“Workshop
on
Strengthening
Institutional
Capacity of SAWEN” held in Lalitpur, Nepal on 1213 September 2017. The Workshop was organized by the
Government of Nepal in collaboration with the National
Trust for Nature Conservation.

The aim of this Workshop was to share feedback and
suggestions on the progress of several tasks under the
project entitled “Strengthening Institutional Capacity
of SAWEN to Combat Wildlife Crime” awarded by
Institutional Development Fund (IDF) from the World
Bank

Wildlife Crime emerged as one of the greatest threats
to the survival of many wildlife creatures around the
globe and in South Asia with the organized crime
involving multi-billion dollars demanded the need for the
formation of South Asia Wildlife Enforcement Network
(SAWEN).

Mr. Mohamed Ibrahim returned back from the workshop
on 14th September 2017.

Wildlife crime being highly trans-national and challenging,
it remains flourishing with the weak legal framework
to tackle the issue. SAWEN provides a platform for its
members to improve the institutional capacity of its
members through sharing of information, experiences
and technologies and focuses on harmonization of laws
and policies to collectively work in the cause to fight
against the burgeoning wildlife crime.

National Customs Valuation Mission, Mongolia

A

ssistant Commissioner of Customs Ismail Nashid
attended “National Customs Valuation Mission”
held in Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia as a Valuation Expert
from 28th August - 01st September 2017.
The aim of this mission was to improve the valuation
knowledge of Mongolian Customs Officers based on the
WCO’s Revenue Package through sharing of knowledge
and experiences. The Mission was facilitated by Mr. Ismail
Nashid and Mr. Ian Cremer, Senior Technical Officer at the
World Customs Organization (WCO).
Mr. Nashid returned back from the mission on the 03rd
September 2017.
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Asia Pacific Trade Facilitation Forum 2017,
Indonesia

S

enior Superintendent Khadheeja Moosa attended
“Asia Pacific Trade Facilitation Forum 2017” held in
Yogyakarta, Indonesia on 05th – 6th September
2017. The Forum was organized by the United Nations
Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific
(UNESCAP) and the Asian Development Bank (ADB)
in collaboration with the Ministry of Economic Affairs,
Indonesia.

of the greater Asia and Pacific region; foster increased
understanding and exchange the ideas and views
between public and private stakeholders, as well with
the technical experts; draw lessons from the on-going
implementation of national and regional trade facilitation
measures and to introduce relevant international tools,
instruments and facilities aimed at increasing the
efficiency of regional and global trade.

The theme for this year’s forum was “Trade Facilitation
Innovations for Sustainable Development in Asia and
the Pacific”. The Asia Pacific Trade Facilitation Forum
aims to promote trade facilitation as an important pillar
of a comprehensive strategy for national and regional
development.

Ms. Khadheeja Moosa returned back from the Forum on
09th September 2017.

The objectives of this Forum was to share experiences
and knowledge on trade facilitation between countries

Asia Regional Workshop on Effective Practices
in Border Enforcement of Intellectual Property
Rights, Thailand

C

ustoms Officer 3 Abdulla Mohamed attended “Asia
Regional Workshop on Effective Practices in Border
Enforcement of Intellectual Property Rights” held in
Bangkok, Thailand on 11th -15th September 2017. The Workshop
was organized by Department of Justice, Office of Overseas
Prosecutorial Development, Assistance and Training, United
States of America.
The goal of this workshop was to support the participating
countries’ efforts to develop and enforce effective border
strategies for targeting trademark and copyright infringing goods.
Mr. Abdulla Mohamed returned back from the workshop on 16th
September 2017.
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TRAININGS - LOCAL
Fathimath Sidhrath
Assistant Customs Officer

National Stakeholder Workshop on the Revised
Kyoto Convention

N

ational Stakeholder Workshop on the Revised Kyoto Convention (RKC) was held on 18 September 2017 at
Customs Building, Meerubahuru Maalan. The main aim of the workshop was to obtain stakeholder views
before ratification of the Convention.

The revised Kyoto Convention (RKC) is the blueprint for harmonization and simplification of Customs process and
procedures. It was developed by the World Customs Organization and entered into force on 3 February 2006.
The Workshop was attended by 23 officials from stakeholder agencies.

Professional Development Program begins for
Senior Officers

P

rofessional Development Program for 21 Senior
Officers began on 7 September 2017 at Customs
Academy. The main purpose of this Training Program
is to provide a professional accreditation for senior and
experienced officers at Customs.
The duration of this course is 6 months and the lectures are
held twice a week.
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Computer Based Training (CBT)

C

omputer Based Training (CBT) held on 30th
September -01st October 2017 which was
participated by 15 Officers.

The aim of this Training was to implement self-sustaining
computer-based law enforcement training programmes,
creating a flexible and innovative method to deliver
training to law enforcement personnel, to effectively
counter drug trafficking, money laundering and related
cross-border criminal activities.
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EVENTS
Mohamed Moosa
Customs Officer III

Operation Pangea X – Largest Interpol Operation
against Illicit Online Pharmacies
Maldives Customs Service in collaboration with Maldives
Food and Drug Authority and Maldives Police Service
carried out Operation Pangea X during the International
Week of action against the fake and illicit medicine from
12-19 September 2017.
Operation Pangea X is the largest Interpol Operation of
its kind which involved 197 Police, Customs and Health
Regulatory authorities from a record 123 countries
around the world. In the operation held worldwide USD
51 million worth of dangerous medicine was seized while
3584 websites were taken offline and more than 3000
online adverts were suspended.
Maldives Customs Service and Maldives Food and Drug
Authority (MFDA) actively participated in the Operation
Pangea X through inspection at Velana International
Airport (VIA) and Post Office. In addition, several
awareness sessions were carried out for audiences of
different age categories and professions.
In addition to this, information was provided by Maldives
Customs Service and Maldives Food and Drug Authority
(MFDA) officers through various Television Programs.
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Customs donates MVR 226, 040 to the “Help
Rohingya” Fund
Maldives Customs Service handed over the accumulated
sum of MVR 226,040 to the Nationwide Telethon held in
collaboration with Ministry of Islamic Affairs and Public
Service Media (PSM).

Commissioner General of Customs Mr. Ibrahim Shareef
Mohamed along with Senior Executives visited the
Telethon Event held at the Islamic Centre and handed
over the donation to the Minister of Islamic Affairs Dr.
Ahmed Ziyad.

More than 60% of the total donation was from staff
themselves, which was calculated as MVR 140,176. A sum
of MVR 30,921 was raised through the donation box kept
in front of Customs Building on 20th September 2017.

More than MVR 54,942 was raised by selling team jerseys
and accessories of the special Charity Match played
between Maldives Customs Service and Maldives Ports
Limited on 22nd September 2017.
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Customs receives the Partner Award of the World
Travel Writers’ Conference

I

n a ceremony held to launch the first ever World Travel
Writers’ Conference on 17th September at Bandos
Island Resort, Partner Award was received by the
Superintendent Ibrahim Asim.
World Travel Writers’ Conference was first Event of
its kind proudly organized by Maldives TV, which was
attended by 15 participants from 10 countries including
eminent travel writers, vloggers, bloggers, photographers
and social media influencers. The conference consisted
of keynote speeches and panel discussions on several
themes including progressive economy and sustainable
development, sharing experiences and art of storytelling,
bringing the travel destination story to life through
immersive technology and keeping a memory to a
moment otherwise gone.
The Gala Dinner with networking sessions was held at
Adaaran Hudhuranfushi Resort on the following day after
the panel discussions at Bandos Island Resort. The main
objective of the conference was to promote the Travel
and Tourism Sector of Maldives with the help of world
renowned writers. The exposure will be the key to attract
new travelers and retain the existing in the market.
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Fire Evacuation Drill – Customs Building
“Being prepared and trained for workplace
fire safety can save lives.”
Chief Superintendent Ismail Hamdhoon

A

fire evacuation drill was carried out at Customs
Building on 09th September 2017 in collaboration
with Maldives National Defense Force. The main
purpose of this evacuation drill was to assess the current
situation on the crisis preparedness of Maldives Customs
Service in case of a fire.]
In executing the drill on a very practical sense on such a
scale, it took great contribution from many individuals on
areas such as organizing, logistics handling, and make-up
and so on. Commissioner General of Customs Mr. Ibrahim
Shareef Mohamed himself took active participation in
the role-play while it was Chief Superintendent Mr. Ismail
Hamdoon was the maestro behind the execution of the
drill.
To execute the drill in a very realistic fashion, it demanded
contribution from the Fire Department of MNDP,
Ambulance and Medical support from Indira Gandhi
Memorial Hospital and involvement of Maldives Police
Service on the set scenes was truly remarkable.
It’s noteworthy to mention the name of Superintendent
Mr. Ali Mahir who was the creative hand behind the
realistic make-ups of the role-play victims in the drill,
which significantly added to the success of the event.
Maldives Customs Service gives high importance to
the safety of its staff while on duty and otherwise. The
evacuation drill was followed by a series of trainings on
Fire rescue, Health and Safety and emergency evacuation
for the Customs Officers facilitated by expert trainers
from Maldives National Defense Force.
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Commissioner General launches the Corruption
Risk Assessment of Importing Goods

I

n a Special Ceremony held on 17th September
2017 at Meerubahuru Maalam of Customs Building,
Commissioner General of Customs Mr. Ibrahim Shareef
Mohamed launched the Corruption Risk Assessment of
Importing Goods at Maldives Customs Service, which was
conducted by Anti-Corruption Commission (ACC) of the
Maldives.
The report was the result of an investigative audit
conducted by ACC to address several complaints lodged
to them regarding the services of Maldives Customs
Service. The objective of this audit was to assess the role
of Customs while enforcing the related laws, regulations
and procedures and to obtain enforcement measures
taken to address those who violates laws, regulations and
procedures.
The audit report which was prepared on the basis of
imported goods cleared in the period commencing 2012
until 2015 which also included recommendations to
address the issues found on the report.
Addressing at the Ceremony, Commissioner General
of Customs Mr. Ibrahim Shareef stated that Customs
would continue to improve its service standards in order
to comply with the recommendations provided in the
Report.
Speaking at the Ceremony, Vice President of Anti-
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Corruption Commission, Uz. Muavviz Rasheed, thanked
for the support provided by Maldives Customs Service to
conduct this research. Furthermore, he mentioned that
several audits of this sort would be carried out in future.

WE ARE PROUD OF YOU
Aishath Willinee
Chief Customs Officer

ISMAIL NASHID
Assistant Commissioner of Customs

A

ssistant Commissioner of Customs Ismail Nashid has been
accredited as a WCO Technical and Operational Advisor in
the Revenue Package for facilitating previous WCO missions
in the Asia/Pacific Region. WCO has noted that Mr.Nashid has made
excellent contributions to the mission, demonstrating his strong
technical knowledge and shared his experience in capacity building
activities
We wish Mr. Ismail Nashid success as a WCO Technical and
Operational Advisor

ABDULLA SAEED

Chief Customs Officer

C

hief Customs Officer Abdulla Saeed has been appointed
as the Member of the Maldives Tourism Development
Corporation (MTDC) PLC. The Authority is mandated
to administer all tasks relating to the functioning of tourism
development in the Maldives.
We wish Mr. Abdulla Saeed success as the Member of MTDC Board.
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Student Field Visit – Dhaalu Atoll Education Centre

S

tudents of Dhaal Atoll Education Centre visited
Customs Head Office and Male’ Commercial Harbour
on 15th September 2017 to gather information
about Customs processes and procedures.
Information was provided on passenger, cargo and vessel
clearance, Bonded Warehouse operations, duty free
shops and on the documents used in international trade
and commerce by Customers Officers working in the
specialized areas.
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After the information session at Customs Building,
students were given a tour at the Male’ Commercial
Harbour for them to experience the process of examining
the goods and Clearance Procedure of imported goods
including Perishables and General Consignments.

Aishath Athifa
Senior Customs Officer III

Our Experience

SEMINAR FOR CUSTOMS
OFFICERS OF MALDIVES
QINDAO | CHINA

I

was fortunate to be among the 20 officers who were
selected for the Seminar for Customs Officers of
Maldives, held on 18th August - 07th September 2017.

All officers attended the Meeting with the Commissioner
General on 16th August 2017 regarding the Organization’s
expectations for this Training. The inspirational and
motivational words from CG made me more attached
with the trip. We went to the airport the same day at
18:45 for the flight and the feeling of excitement ran over
me as everyone seemed to be happy to meet each other.
I remember we all were in phone conversation with our
family members when the flight crew announced to send
our phones to sleep mode. That was the point where the
adventure began with long hours of flying which included
transits 1- hour in Colombo, 4-hours + in Kunming, and 45mins in Changzhou before reaching to the final destination
Qingdao.

The team work was demonstrated again (as usual in this
trip) in the early Morning of next day ensuring all to be
ready on time. The Seminar was hosted on the same hotel
we stayed. Therefore, we got some time to take pictures
of our views before entering the seminar hall. When we
entered the seminar hall we saw the seating arrangements
well done with personalized tags. At the end of the
Opening Ceremony, we went to “China Unicorn” to get our
sim cards to connect our families at home. We went there
by walk and that was a very unique experience to walk
freely on the streets of China. After lunch the seminar from
continued from 2pm. The session for the first day ended
at 4pm. After that most days it was 2 sessions, consisting
one 3-hour session from 9am and another 3-hour session
from 2pm. The different reminders of the Coordinators are
regular, mostly about the meal times and not to walk alone
but to explore places during the free time if we want. The
facility for our regular prayers was arranged on all different
trips and tours.

When we all came out of arrival hall of Qingdao Airport, I
saw a board with “China Seminar Maldives” holding by a
cute lady Ms. Amber and a gentleman Mr. Jerry. We were
welcomed by them to beautiful China at Qingdao Airport
creating a pleasant first impression. It took us one hour
by bus to “Furunga” Hotel, in which accommodation was
arranged. On this One-hour bus ride, my eyes were busy
rolling around to see different beautiful places of China.
We were being welcomed by Ms. Eleanor & Ms. Rachel
at the Hotel with big smiles on their face. The two ladies
introduced themselves and gave us a short briefing
regarding meal arrangements and other necessary
information on the schedule and after which we were
escorted to our designated rooms. After dinner and before
saying good night there was a team work in preparation of
dresses for the next day. The dress code for the Opening
Ceremony was business attire.
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It was all lecture sessions at first which were mainly about
China. Later on, the field visits began. The Lecturers were
very much skilled that it was easy to go along. Though the
lessons were interesting, I was kind a waiting to experience
field visits which were mentioned in the schedule. I was
keep on asking questions about China from lecturers to
get more familiarized. On Sunday 20th August we went
to the market in Qingdao for the first time. We all bought
some items from there, for which some prices were high
so that we did some price bargaining.
Port of Qingdao, another field trip which was really
interesting. The place was 7th largest port in the World
but was surprisingly well organized. It was nice warm
weather on this day. We all were so much engaged in
taking pictures of the beautiful views along with those
huge boats. All officers asked questions after information
sessions, which were confidently answered by the Port
officers.

Qingdao Museum, another very interesting place. Took us
a long trip by bus in 70mtr under-water tunnel so it was
very cold inside. We were welcomed at the Museum by the
officers in their Official Uniforms, which directed attention
of all. They showed us uniforms of different decades and
did the tour around explaining everything about the
place. The place was well setup and amazingly organized.
After museum tour, they dropped us to a sports Shopping
Mall. Since most of our officers love sports, most of the
shopping was done by them was on sports bags, rackets,
tennis, socks, and so on.
It was the park day on 26th August. The prior information
was given about approachable sea in the Park Area. It was
even fun to see how our team prepared for this trip with
beach wear packed in their back pack and with a touch of
excitement on their faces. The place seemed to be bigger
than our typical island. It was interestingly an exploring
adventure through the park including beach and sea
and yes, to get ourselves soaked in China Sea was a new
experience. As usual, the sound of clicks was all around.
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Park trip was part of the cultural tour in our schedule. On
our way to the cultural outlets there was 15-minute delay
due to road traffic, giving us an opportunity to experience
the scene. Immense number of vehicles in traffic lines
waiting patiently. I did not hear any horn or did not see
any vehicle trying to overtake others during the traffic jam.
The sense disciplined drivers was demonstrated here.
The photo sessions started immediately when we step
out to the outlets. It was a beautiful place. Many shops
were there, from where we bought some garments. The
dinner for the evening was taken in an Indian Restaurant,
which offered us delicious Indian cuisines. On 27th August
we attended the seminar in our Officials Uniforms which
was very much appreciated by the coordinators. We got
motivational comments from them.

The next thing on the schedule was Zhengzhou trip by
domestic plane. The whole delegation was waiting for this
trip as we knew that we would be exploring more unique
places there. The arrangement was set that we have to
temporarily checkout from Qingdao hotel to be returning
after 5 days. Our belongings which we did not need for
the tour was kept securely in the Training Hall. Since this
Training Hall is used widely for international seminars,
the place was with set of arrangements that one could go
hustle free. On the domestic plane our team did not get
seats next to each other, giving us another opportunity
to experience the impressive manners and quietness
of the Chinese who were sitting next to each other. The
coordinators also travelled with us to Zhengzhou and it
was easy-going. They ensured easiness for our team on
whatever we get through.
Glory Hotel was the place where our accommodation
was arranged in Zhengzhou. We crossed many beautiful
places on our way making it a very unique experience.
The shining name “Glory Hotel” was visible from distance
when we reached. The hotel was very clean and elegant.
Unlike in Qingdao we got rooms for our team in different

floors. The Coordinators went off for the night after giving
us the room card and the next days’ schedule, which was
the visit to Shaolin Temple after breakfast. The purpose of
this visit was to show part of Chinese culture.
We were met and welcomed by a well experienced tour
Guide in the morning when we got in to the Bus. The Guide
explained many things about the Tour and about China
on the 2-hour bus trip. It looked like she knew everything
about the amazingly big China. It was a rainy day and as per
instructions we kept umbrella or coat with everyone. These
things are cheap and easy to buy from the neighboring
shops. Everybody was given a microphone, so that the
Guide has no problem talking from any distance. At first, we
are taken to Chinese popular kungfu show where amazing
skills were performed in-front of us. The show was hosted
in the Henan Shaolin Martial Arts Building. New experience
as I have only seen it in movies before. It was just kungfu all
around this building and it was wonderful. Myself and our
team members kept ourselves busy taking pictures.

beautifully highlighted there, and the famous Olympic Park
Water Cube was also clearly visible in this area. It was a
whole new adventure. The Guide explained us all this at
first in a panorama map so it was easy to get through. After
exploring this area, we visited “South Luogu Lane”, the
oldest alleyway in Beijing. We found some shops there with
Chinese cultural items. We visited China Customs Museum
in Beijing also and there we explored nicely displayed
Chinese Custom Uniforms and a famous Customs Ship
which demonstrated attractive designs. After a visit to
“May Fourth Square” we walked to shopping malls where
we found desirable stuff. We did good shopping there, the
all of us.

After the Shaolin Temple visit, on the same evening the
coordinators gave the opportunity to play football for male
team members among with Chinese at the pitch near Glory
Hotel. Unfortunately, only some of them brought shoes
with them as it was not pre-arranged. Since all of them
were passionate to play football it was fun to see them
running to the football pitch in carpet flip flops.
The most exciting and awaited activity was the visit to the
Beijing City. After checked out Glory Hotel, we went for a
field visit to Zhengzhou International Logistics Enterprises
(Zhengzhou Downtown). There we attended a video
presentation. Good experience to sit together for this
presentation in one round table with Chad people. After
that we took a bus to the train station as we got to go to
Beijing by train. It was a new interesting experience. The
train station was incredibly spacious and beautiful. Many
shops and food corners, where we had our lunch before the
train. Having to travel on Worlds’ fastest train (bullet train)
was a wonderful experience. It was more luxurious and
more convenient than a plane. The hospitality of the crew
was also amazing. One and Half hour flew off unnoticeably
when the train reached to Beijing. Here also the most
important thing we got ready was to put our phones
standby on picture mode to cover the scenery. At the same
time, we followed Coordinators to get reached to the hotel
in Beijing which took another one hour. We experienced a
Muslim restaurant after a visit to “Tiananmen Square”. The
food was delicious with peace of mind.
We visited an important place called ‘’Summer Palace”,
where we had boat ride on China lagoon. New and
unique experience. We have seen a ceramic boat also
from there. After that we visited “Beijing Olympic Park”
where the “Olympic Baseball Stadium” was also there. The
National Stadium affectionately known as “Bird Nest” was

The visit to Beijing Zoo was another adventurous
experience. The tour in the Zoo started with cute lazy
Panda House to bear to leopard, and other beautiful
inhuman creatures freely hanging around. We walked a
very long distance yet could not get to any ends of this Zoo.
We covered as much as we could in our phones.
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Next was the trip and tour in the wondrous “Great Wall”,
the most awaited moment. Yes, it is high and it is great. We
followed the Guide to get maximum view in this place. It
was just wow! We found visiting people from many different
nationalities with exciting faces. Many were trying to get
through the top. Not an easy task. I could only manage
halfway but some of of the members in our team managed
to reach the top. The higher we walk up the more beautiful
the scene was. One would obviously feel China when one
sees this specific place.
With the tour to the Great Wall, it concluded our visit to the
Beijing. Reversed all bus and train trips to domestic plane to
Qingdao to Furunga Hotel. By then we started counting the
last 3 days of our Seminar. We did not get chance to wash our
clothes in Beijing so it was an interesting scene of long lines
on laundry after returning to “Furunga”. The boys were also
lined-up to wash their clothes. The next days’ lecture session
was very interesting. It explained all about Tourist Clearance
Management in various countries. This lecture was hosted in
“Shandong Vocational College” which was the center where
our seminar was organized. We saw many students on this
day from the college. All of them surprisingly practiced best
manners that we fall our hearts on them. No noise at all.
After completion of lecture sessions, a Chinese cultural
session was held where they presented Chinese cultural
dresses and some skilled performances along with a special
cultural tea ceremony. We got opportunity to sip up the fresh
tea which was prepared in front of us. Next it was our turn to
present the Country Report. This was well presented by our
Delegation Chief Mr. Yasir. The dress code for this session
was Maldivian Cultural Wear. The most famous cultural
activitiy “Boduberu” performance was presented where the
Chinese also participated.
The next day it was the last field trip visits of CTS HK (Qingdao)
Ocean Spring Co. LTD and Double Star Group. On this visit,
we approached some shops and bought school items for
our kids and some toiletries for us. After these visits was the
preparation for the Closing Ceremony. So, all of us were busy
in preparation of our suits and making last tip of shopping.
The Closing Ceremony was on 7th September with dress code
suit. The team work was demonstrated great in preparation
for this Special Session. Each member of our Team reached
assisting hands to another member to get ready on time.
The seminar hall was well prepared again when we entered
there. After exchanging the talks, the certificates were
presented to each of our officers. There was a big smile in
everyone’s face feeling a sense of completion and success.
On behalf of our Team, Chief Customs Officer Aminath
Shazleen gave vote of thanks, appreciating Chinese officials
for the amazing arrangements and outstanding dedication
shown throughout the Seminar.
The last day was an emotional day. Mixed emotions of
feeling excited to meet the family and feeling worried to
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leave the beautiful China and new friends who gave us good
memories. The farewell lunch was different because among
the items served included crabs. I could not eat the crab
but some of my colleagues did. We took a bus to airport
for departure in the midnight. From there a domestic plane
to Shanghai Airport to get the connecting flight. We could
barely managed to finish checking formalities within the 4
hours due to the crowd and longer distances to walk/ ride.
The teamwork was amazing here, as some of us (including
me) carried more weight than allowed. As a team everyone
gave helping hands to minimize 20kg per person. At the
Velana International Airport (VIA), we were welcomed back
by SCOG3 Mohamed Ibrahim (MI) and at Male’ Jetty by SSP
Ahmed Niyaz from the Commissioner General’s Bureau. On
arrival I was overwhelmed by my family. Alhamdhulillahi
The China-Seminar was immense learning in many aspects.
China is a very clean, greenish, and well-organized country.
We admired the greenery in all the places when we travelled
by bus, especially it was heart-touching to see giant healthy
roses everywhere which is hard to grow in our country.
The biggest traffic in the world is well managed. People use
dustbins to throw a small piece of trash. People speak quiet
in public. Giving and accepting is by both hands. Restaurants
are quiet no matter how crowded it is. No angry faces as
everyone kept a big smile in their faces. People are super
punctual and workaholic. Their eating customs is different:
Salad to main-course to soup to green tea. Green tea is an
important element in their daily life. Chopsticks are used in
substitute to fork and knife. The only noticeable down side
was the lower toilet seats and the missing Muslim shower.
We have to carry a bottle of water all the time. The ChinaSeminar, a stunning beautiful experience.

Mohamed Ibrahim
Senior Customs Officer III

ވަޒީފާއެއްގެ މުހިއްމު ކަމާއި ،ވަޒީފާގައި އެއްގޮތެއްގަސާބިތުވެ
ދެމިހުރުމުގެ

މުހިއްމުކަމާއި

ކިތަންމީހުންތޯ؟

ދޭތެރޭ

ލިބުނުވަޒީފަގަ

ވިސްނާފިކުރުކުރަނީ

ކަސްޓަމްސް ޖާނަލްގެ ފަރާތުން މިހިއްސާކޮށްލަނީ 1982

އަޒުމް

ކަސްޓަމްސް

ދެމިހުންނަން

ކަނޑައަޅަނީ ކިތަންމީހުންތޯއެވެ .ބޮޑުމުސާރައެއް ލިބިދާނޭ
ހީކޮށް ހަމަޔަށް މުސާރަ ލިބިލިބި ހުރިވަޒީފާ ދޫކޮށްފަ
ދާފަހުން ކުރާނެ މަސައްކަތެއް ނެތި މާޔޫސްކަމާ ކުރިމަތިލީ
ކިތަންމީހުންތޯއެވެ .ރާއްޖޭގެ އިހުއެވޭލާޒަމާނުގައި ހަމައެކަނި
މަސްވެރިކަމުގަ

އާއި،

ދަނޑުވެރިކަމުގައި

އުޅުނުއިރު

ހިތްއެދޭދުވަހަކު ދަނޑުހައްދާށާއި ،މަހަށް ގޮސްއުޅުނުޒަމާންވެސް
ދިވެހިންވަނީ ދެކެފައެވެ .ދަނޑަށް ނުގޮސްގެން ހާޒިރީގައި
ނައަންނަ ޖަހާނެމީހަކު ނުހުރެއެވެ .ގުޅާނެ އެޗްއާރެއްވެސް
ނުހުރެއެވެ .ހުށަހަޅަންޖެހޭ

އެމްސީއެއްވެސް ނޯވެއެވެ.

އެދުވަސްވަރު ވަޒީފާއެއް އުފެދިގެން އަޔަސް އެވަޒީފައެއް
ލިބުމަކީ
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ވަނައަހަރު

ފެބްރުއަރީ

20ވަނަ

ދުވަހު

އާއި ގުޅިވަޑައިގެންނެވި ނިޒާރު ތުއްތުދީދީ ވަޒީފާއެއްގެ
މުހިއްމުކަމާއިދޭތެރޭ

ދެކެވަޑައިގަންނަވާ

ގޮތެވެ.

އަލްފާޟިލް ނިޒާރު ތުއްތުދީދީ ނުވަތަ ކަސްޓަމްސްގެ މަޤާމުގެ
ހައިސިއްޔަތުންނަމަ

ރީޖަނަލް

ކަސްޓަމްސް

އޮޕަރޭޝަން

ޑެޕިއުޓީ ޑިވިޝަންހެޑް ،ސީނިއަރ ސްޕްރިޓެންޑެންޓް ނިޒާރު
ތުއްތުދީދީ ވިދާޅުވާގޮތުން  1982ވަނައަހަރު ކަސްޓަމްސްގެ
ވަޒީފާ

ފަސޭހައިންލިބުނު

ނަމަވެސް

އެދުވަސްވަރު

ވަސީލަތްތަކުގެމަދުކަން އެއީ ވަރަށްފާހަގަކޮށްލެވޭކަމެކެވެ.
އެއިރުގަ ޑިއުޓީމޭޒް (ޑޮކިއުމެންޓޭޝަން)ގެ މަސައްކަތައްބަލާއިރު
ޑިއުޓީ

ދެއްކުމަށްބޭނުންކުރާ

ޑިކްލަރޭޝަންފޯރމް

އަކީ

މީހުންގެއަދަދުމަދުވުމާއި،

އޭ 3ސައިޒްގެ ފޯރމެކެވެ .އެފޯރމް ފުރަނީކޮޕީކަރުދާސް

މަސައްކަތުގައި އެއިރު އޮންނަލުއިކަމާއިއެކު މަސައްކަތުގެ

ލައްވައިގެން ވަކިވަކިން ހުރިހާ އައިޓަމްތަކުގެ ތަފްސީލް

އޮފީސްތަކުގައި

މިހާރު

މާޙައުލު

ފަސޭހަކަމެކެވެ.

މަސައްކަތް

ބުރަވެސްމެއެވެ.

މިގޮތުން

އަޅުގަނޑުމެން

ވަރަށްތަފާތެވެ.

ބައެން

އަތުންލިޔެގެންނެވެ.

ހިސާބްތައްހެދުމުގައި

ކޮމްޕިއުޓަރގެ އެކިއެކި ސޮފްޓްވެއަރ ބޭނުންކުރިނަމަވެސް

އަޅުގަނޑުގެ ހަޔާތުގަ ދުވަހަކުވެސެ އެފަދަކަމެއް ނުވުމަށް

އެދުވަސްވަރު މުޅިންވެސް ބޭނުންކުރަނީ ކެލްކިއުލޭޓަރއެވެ.

ދުޢާކުރާނަން ،ހަނދުމަފުޅު އެބަހުރިތޯ ތަމަޅަޓައިގަރުން

ޑިއުޓީމޭޒުގެ

ޕެސެންޖަރޓާރމިނަލްގަ

އިތުރުން

މަސައްކަތްކުރިއިރުވެސް މިހާރު މިހުންނަ އެކުސްރޭމެޝިން
ބޯޓުން

އެއިރަކު

ނުހުރެއެވެ.

ބެލްޓަށް

އަރުވާއިރުވެސް

ބާލައިގެން

ލަގެޖް

މިހުރިހާކަމެއްވެސް

ހިނގަނީ

ޕެސެންޖަރުންނަށް ފެންނަހިސާބުގައެވެ .ޑިޕާޗާރ އަށްބަލާއިރު
ޗެކިންކައުންޓަރުތަކުގައި
ރެސްޓޯރަންޓްގަ

ޗެކިންގ

ތިބޭމީހުންނަށް

ކުރެވެމުންދާއިރު
އެމަސައްކަތްވެސް

ފެންނާނެއެވެ .ޗެކިންގ ކައުންޓަރާއި ،ރެސްޓޯރެންޓާއި
ދެމެދު ހުންނާނީ އެންމެ 5ފޫޓެވެ .އެއީ އޭރުގެ ޙާލާތެވެ.
“ޑިއުޓީ ދަންފަޅިތަކަށްބަލާއިރު އެންމެ ޝިފްޓެއް އޮންނާނީ،
ހެނދުނު

އަލްޓާލިއާ،ކޮންޑޯ،އެލް،ޓީ،ޔޫ.

އަންނާނެ

މެންދުރު އަންނާނެ އިންޑިއަން އެއަރލައިންސް ،އަދި
ރޭގަނޑު

ސިންގަޕޯ

މިފްލައިޓްތަކުގެ

އެއާލައިންސް
ޗެކިންނިންމާފަ

އޮންނާނެއެވެ.
މާލެއަންނައިރު

ހުންނާނީ ހަވީރު 5ޖަހާފަ ،ކުޑަ ހުސްވަގުތުކޮޅަކަށްފަހު
އަނެއްކާ

ފެންވަރައިގެން

ފްލައިޓްޑިލޭވެއްޖެނަމަ

ރޭގަނޑުގެ

ނޮވެމްބަރ 3ގަ ރާއްޖެއަށް އެރި ޙާދިސާ އެޙާދިސާހިނގި
ރޭގެ

ފަތިހު30؛5

ޑީ.އެފްގަ

ހުންނަ

ގަ

އަޅުގަނޑުދިޔާމޭ

ފޮއްޓެއްގަ

އޮންނަ

އެމް.އެން.
ކަސްޓަމްސް

ތަޅުދަނޑި ނަގަން ،ދިމާވި ބަޑިހިފައިގެން ތިބިމީހުންނާވެސް
އެހެންނަމަވެސް ﷲ މީހަކު ސަލާމަތްކުރަށްވަން ހުރީމަ
ސަލާމަތްވާނެ

ޖެހިގެން އައިދުވަހުވެސް އޮފީހަށްދިޔާމޭ

އިނގޭތޯ ،އެހެންވީމަ ވަޒީފާއަކީ ސަރުކާރުވިޔަސް ،އަމިއްލަ
ތަނަކަށްވިޔަސް ވަފާތެރިކަމާއިއެކު އަދާކުރަންޖެހޭއެއްޗެއް،
ލިބޭއުޖޫރައަށް ޙަމްދުކޮށް ޝުކުރުކުރަންދަންނަންވާނެ”.
ނިޒާރު އަދުގެ ޒުވާނުންނަށް ދެއްވާ ނަސޭހަތަކީ ތިޔަޒުވާނުންނަކީ
މިޤައުމުގެ މުސްތަޤްބަލްކަމަށްވާއިރު ހަރުދަނާބަޔަކަށްވުމަށް
އަޒުމްކަނޑައަޅާށެވެ.

ތިޔަޒުވާނުންގެ

ހުރިހުނަރާއި،

ލިބިފައިވާ ތަޢުލީމުގެ ބޭނުން މިޤަޢުމުތަރައްޤީ ކުރުމުގައި
ޙިއްސާކޮށްދެއްވާށެ.
ޤަޢުމަށް

ލިބިދާނެ

ތިމާއަށްލިބިދާނެ
މަންފާއަކަށް

މަންފާއަކަށްވުރެން
ވިސްނާށެވެ.

ފްލައިޓައްދާނެ،
މަޑުކޮށްފަ

އެއަރޕޯރޓްގަ

ފްލައިޓް ނިންމާފަ މާލެ އަންނާނި ،ހަމަ ޖެހިގެންއަންނަ
ދުވަހުގެ ހެނދުނު އެއަރޕޯޓަށް ދާނެ ޑިއުޓީއަށް”.
ނިޒާރު

ވިދާޅުވީ

ޢާންމުޙާލަތައްބަލާއިރު

“އެދުވަސްވަރު
ލިބެނީ

ދިރިއުޅުމުގެ

ވަރަށްކުޑަ

،އެހެންނަމަވެސް

ދިރިއުޅުމުގެ

އެއިރުމާފުދުންތެރި،

ވަރަށްކުޑަހޭދައެއް

އުޖޫރައެއް

ޙާލަތުމާރަނގަޅު،
ކުރަންޖެހެނީ،

އެހެންނަމަވެސް ދުވަހަކުވެސް އެހެންތަނަކުން ވަޒީފާ ހޯދާކަށް
މަސައްކަތެއްނުކުރަން ،މީހުން ކިޔާ ބޮޑުމުސާރަ ދޭނަމޭ
އަންނާށޭ” އަޅުގަނޑުގެ ނަޒަރުގައި” ވަޒީފާ ބަދަލުކުރުމަކީ
ބައެއްފަހަރު

ހެދޭ

ވަރަށްބޮޑުގޯހެއް،

ބުއްދިވެރިގޮތަކީ

އިޚްލާސްތެރިކަމާއިއެކު ސާބިތުވެ ދެމިހުރުން” ދަންނަވަންތޯ
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STATISTICS
Mohamed Moosa
Customs Officer II

Export increases by 13% in September

T

he FOB value of goods exported during last September showed an increase of 13% to
that of the same period last year, which is an increase from MVR 141 million in August
2016 to MVR 160 million in September 2017. The largest quantity of the exports was to

Thailand which is 31% of the total exports for the month of September.
The total revenue collected through customs duty and other fees and fines during September
2017 showed an increase of 6% compared to that of September 2016. A total of MVR 216
million was collected through Customs duty last month.
The CIF value of goods imported during September increased by 10% compared to September
last year. Approximately MVR 2.7 billion worth of goods were imported during September
2016, whereas this year the figure was recorded at MVR 3 billion. Among the top importing
countries, United Arab Emirates recorded the highest with 23% and India at the second with
13%.
For further details, please refer to ‘Monthly Statistics Sheet’.
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